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MEETING OF THE SOURCE PROTECTION COMMITTEE #8/10 November 15, 2010
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RES. #214/10

MINUTES

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Wendy Burgess
Bob Goodings

THAT the Minutes of Meeting #7/10, held on September 27, 2010, be approved.
CARRIED
RES. #215/10

CORRESPONDENCE
A.
Memorandum dated October 6, 2010 from Ian Smith,
regarding On-site sewage (septic) systems – Changes to
the Ontario Building Code, and what it means for Ontario’s
Clean Water Act.
B.
Letter to Susan Self dated October 19, 2010 from Paul
Allore, Director of Planning & Development Services, Town
of Ajax, regarding Draft Proposed Assessment Report for
the Toronto and Region Source Protection Area within the
CTC Source Protection Region – extension for review of
reports.
C.
Response letter from Susan Self dated October 21, 2010
to Paul Allore, Director of Planning & Development
Services, Town of Ajax, regarding Draft Proposed
Assessment Report for the Toronto and Region Source
Protection Area within the CTC Source Protection Region –
extension for review of reports.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Bob Burnside
Jessica Ginsburg

THAT the above-noted correspondence (a), (b) and (c) be received.
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CARRIED

CORRESPONDENCE A
ENV1117IT-2010-228
October 6, 2010
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Source Protection Committee Chairs
Source Protection Project Managers

FROM: Ian Smith, Director
Source Protection Programs Branch
RE:

On-site sewage (septic) systems – Changes to the Ontario Building Code , and
what it means for Ontario’s Clean Water Act
___________________________________________________________________________
The provincial government recently passed two regulations that have an impact on on-site
sewage (septic) systems. First, Ontario Regulation 287/07 (O.Reg. 287/07) under the Clean
Water Act, 2006 was amended to set out the requirements of a source protection plan to
address threats to drinking water. Second, O.Reg. 350/06 under the Building Code Act, 1992
was amended to set out the requirements for septic system maintenance and inspection
programs. The purpose of this memo is to clarify these requirements and to address the
questions and concerns of source protection committees about the Building Code changes
and the Clean Water Act, 2006. It also includes source protection plan policy considerations
related to this drinking water threat. Additional policy development support will continue to be
provided to committees subsequent to this memorandum.
Ontario Regulation 287/07 (General) under the Clean Water Act
The Clean Water Act and this regulation set out the requirements for the content of a source
protection plan and enable tools to address threats to drinking water. However, the regulation
limits the tools available for policies that address septic systems. Initially, there was some
confusion that this limit on the tools available meant that septic systems had been removed
from the list of prescribed drinking water threats. The list of prescribed drinking water threats for
the purpose of the Clean Water Act, 2006 are set out in Section 1.1 of O.Reg. 287/07 and the
recent amendments to this regulation did not change the list of prescribed threats. Sewage,
including septic systems, remains a prescribed threat. Where sewage systems are identified as
significant drinking water threats in the local assessment report, writing policies in the source
protection plan to address these threats is mandatory.
The recent amendments to O. Reg. 287/07 state that the tools enabled under Part IV of the

Clean Water Act, 2006 may not be applied to threats related to sewage and waste facilities
(section 19.4). This means that source protection committees can not include policies in their

source protection plans that rely on prohibition (under section 57 of the Act), risk management
plans (s. 58) or restricted land uses (s. 59) to address these threats. They must still set out
policies as set out later in this memo, using other tools that are available.
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Ontario Regulation 350/06 (Building Code) – under the Building Code Act
Septic systems continue to be subject to the requirements of the Building Code. The recent
amendments to the Building Code provide tools to address septic systems as a threat to
drinking water. Septic systems in designated areas (described below) are now required to be
inspected, maintained, and replaced or upgraded where necessary, to ensure they continue to
protect drinking water. The Building Code regulation was also amended to support the
implementation of the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan. The regulation establishes mandatory
on-site sewage system maintenance inspection programs to be administered by principal
1
authorities in designated areas. The regulation also governs discretionary maintenance
inspection programs that principal authorities may establish in non-designated areas.
Mandatory Septic Inspection Program
For the Clean Water Act, 2006, the mandatory inspection program will be required for
designated areas. Designated areas are those areas where septic systems are, or would be, a
significant drinking water threat as identified in approved assessment reports. Septic systems
can only be a significant drinking water threat in certain parts of wellhead protection areas and
intake protection zones. These are vulnerable areas identified near groundwater wells or
surface water intakes that are subject to the Clean Water Act, 2006 (mostly municipal drinking
water systems). Source protection plans must address all significant drinking water threats,
including septic systems. Most of the septic inspection provisions of O. Reg. 350/06 come into
force on January 1, 2011. The effective date for inspections required under the Clean Water Act,
2006 will depend on the approval date of the local assessment report. Inspections must be
completed within five years of the approval of the assessment report.
For Lake Simcoe, mandatory inspections will also be required in designated areas. The
designated areas are initially certain areas located within 100 metres of the Lake Simcoe
shoreline, eventually extending to the balance of land located within 100 metres of the Lake
Simcoe shoreline, and to land located within 100 metres of other lakes and permanent streams
in the Lake Simcoe watershed. For the Lake Simcoe areas, there are different effective dates for
different areas, with some areas having effective dates as late as January 1, 2016.
In the designated areas where inspections are mandatory, each on-site sewage system will be
inspected once every five years. Systems will be inspected to ensure they are functioning
properly. If the inspection shows that the system is failing, the Building Code provides the
authority to require upgrades or replacements. The Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
has been invited to speak in more detail about the septic inspection program at an upcoming
meeting of the Chairs.
1

Principal authorities as defined in section 1(1) of the Building Code Act, 1992, include: municipalities, planning
boards, local health unit, a conservation authority, or the Crown.
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Discretionary Septic Inspection Program
Amendments to the Building Code also provide principal authorities the discretion to establish
maintenance inspection programs for on-site sewage systems outside of the areas designated
through the Clean Water Act or the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan. Details of the discretionary
(optional) maintenance inspection programs, including the scope of application or the
frequency of inspections, are not prescribed in the regulation. Principal authorities will have the
flexibility to determine these aspects of the program themselves.
Implementation and Enforcement
Both the mandatory and discretionary programs would be enforced by principal authorities
under the Building Code. The enforcement of the maintenance and inspection programs will be
fully funded by the principal authority responsible for the designated areas. However,
enforcement bodies may charge fees to recover the costs of the inspection programs.
Policy Options for Source Protection Plans under the Clean Water Act
When developing source protection plan policies, source protection committees must ensure
they include policies that address all areas where a specific drinking water threat could be
significant. They will first decide whether to manage or prohibit a specific drinking water threat,
and may make different choices to reflect areas where the threat exists today versus where it
would be significant if established in the future. There are a number of policy options to address
drinking water threats associated with septic systems.
Specify Actions
In the areas where septic systems are significant threats, or would be significant threats if
established in the future, source protection plan policies could refer to and support the
mandatory on-site sewage system maintenance inspection programs that will be required
under the Building Code regulation and implemented by principal authorities.
Land Use Planning Approaches
Policies that rely on land use planning approaches under the Planning Act can be used to
address future occurrences of this activity, in areas where septic systems would be significant
drinking water threats. Planning Act restrictions and permissions apply to land uses, buildings,
and structures, regardless of ownership; therefore, these controls bind future owners, unless an
amendment is approved. Many municipalities already address land uses around sources of
drinking water.
Where septic systems would be a significant threat if established in the future, a committee
could write a policy that directs the municipality to: require specific setbacks or separation
distances from municipal intakes and wellheads, ensure that lot sizes are sufficient to meet
servicing needs over the long term, and/or prohibit future septic systems in designated areas.
2

2

After a source protection plan is approved, municipalities could conform to these policies by implementing them
through the suite of planning tools available under the Planning Act; including official plan policies, zoning by-laws,
site plan controls, or the development permit system..
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The policy may also include reference to how it would be implemented by the municipality
through the Planning Act, such as directing the municipality to identify specific areas that would
be subject site plan control (section 41 of the Planning Act). Site plan control allows a
municipality to address the layout of a site when new uses or structures are being established.
This gives the municipality more control over the location of any future septic systems. This
approach could be used to determine the location of buildings, structures (including septic
systems) and other uses in areas where this threat is significant, moderate or low. A site plan
would delineate areas where future septic systems would be permitted. These permissions
would be registered on the land title.
Incentive, Education and Outreach Programs
Many municipalities, in cooperation with local health units and conservation authorities, have
already developed educational materials explaining the benefits of a properly functioning septic
system and regular system maintenance, including pumping out. Committees may wish to
discuss the possibility of drafting policies to direct responsible groups to expand these existing
programs, to focus existing incentive programs in vulnerable areas, or suggest other strategies
for reaching out to homeowners with septic systems.
Monitoring
The source protection plan must also include monitoring policies that track over time the
drinking water threat and the policies that address it.
For More Information
The Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, who is responsible for the administration of the
Building Code, have provided some information documents on the recent amendments:
News Release: http://www.obc.mah.gov.on.ca/Page3196.aspx
Backgrounder: http://www.obc.mah.gov.on.ca/Page3197.aspx
Building Code Regulation:
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/source/regs/english/2010/elaws_src_regs_r10315_e.htm
Questions and Answers: http://www.obc.mah.gov.on.ca/Page3207.aspx

Ian Smith, Director
Source Protection Programs Branch
Ontario Ministry of the Environment
40 St. Clair Ave. W., 14th Fl,
Toronto, ON, CA M4V 1M2
ph (416) 212-6459
fx (416) 212-2757
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CORRESPONDENCE B
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CORRESPONDENCE C
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RES. #216/10

CORRESPONDENCE D

Letter to Ian Smith, Director, Drinking Water Program
Management Branch, MOE, dated November 2, 2010, from
Beverley Thorpe, Project Manager CTC SPR, regarding
Update Assessment Reports CTC.
Moved by:
Seconded by:

Peter Miasek
Jessica Ginsburg

THAT the above-noted correspondence (d) be received.
CARRIED

CORRESPONDENCE D
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SECTION I - ITEMS FOR COMMITTEE ACTION
RES. #217/10

TRSPA Assessment Report : Working Group (TRSPA AR WG)
recommendations for revision and approval of submission to the
Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority .
Approval of the Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region
Source Protection Area for submission to the Toronto and Region
Source Protection Authority and posting on the internet for an
additional 30-day public comment period.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Heather Laidlaw
Lynne Moore

THAT the CTC SPC accepts the recommendations of the TRSPA Assessment Report Working
Group (WG) as follows:
THAT the CTC SPC approves as the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region Source
Protection Area’ prepared by amending the Draft Proposed Assessment Report as set out in
Attachment 1;
THAT the Chair be authorized to submit the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region
Source Protection Area’ to the Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority , along with
electronic copies to the clerk of each municipality wholly or partially within the CTC ,
representatives of the Great Lakes groups ; and chairs of other source protection committees
where matters affecting them had been identified in the Terms of Reference ;
AND FURTHER THAT staff be directed to post the Proposed Assessment Report on the CTC
website and provide notice of the electronic posting and 30-day public comment period to
each municipality wholly or partially within the CTC , other Source Protection Areas identified
within the TRSPA Terms of Reference and via email to all persons who are on the CTC mailing
list.
AMENDMENT #1
RES. #218/10
THAT paragraph two of the main motion be followed by the following :
THAT staff be directed to revise Table 5-11, of the Proposed Assessment Report by re -adding
the heating oil tank storage risks in King 's Cross subdivision , with the exception of the single
resident who contacted TRCA ;
AMENDMENT #1 WAS

CARRIED

THE MAIN MOTION, AS AMENDED, WAS

CARRIED
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THE RESULTANT MOTION READS AS FOLLOWS :
THAT the CTC SPC accepts the recommendations of the TRSPA Assessment Report Working
Group (WG) as follows:
THAT the CTC SPC approves as the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region Source
Protection Area’ prepared by amending the Draft Proposed Assessment Report as set out in
Attachment 1;
THAT staff be directed to revise Table 5-11, of the Proposed Assessment Report by re -adding
the heating oil tank storage risks in King 's Cross subdivision , with the exception of the single
resident who contacted TRCA ;
THAT the Chair be authorized to submit the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region
Source Protection Area’ to the Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority , along with
electronic copies to the clerk of each municipality wholly or partially within the CTC ,
representatives of the Great Lakes groups ; and chairs of other source protection committees
where matters affecting them had been identified in the Terms of Reference ;
AND FURTHER THAT staff be directed to post the Proposed Assessment Report on the CTC
website and provide notice of the electronic posting and 30-day public comment period to
each municipality wholly or partially within the CTC , other Source Protection Areas identified
within the TRSPA Terms of Reference and via email to all persons who are on the CTC mailing
list.
BACKGROUND
At CTC SPC Meeting #6/10, held on September 14, 2010, a staff report was received by
Resolution #197/10 approving the Draft Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region Source
Protection Area. The Draft Proposed Assessment Report was released on September 19, 2010
for a 35 day regulatory public comment period which ended on October 20, 2010. On October
26, 2010 the TRSPA Assessment Report Working Group met to review and provide
recommendations on comments received during this consultation period. TRCA staff was
directed to report back at the November 15, 2010 CTC SPC meeting to request approval of the
‘Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region Source Protection Area’ based on the working
group's recommended amendments.
Public Consultation
Written Comments
Copies of the Draft Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region Source Protection Area and a
letter inviting comments were sent to the clerks of each municipality located wholly or partially
within the CTC, as well as representatives of the Great Lakes groups and chairs of other source
protection committees where matters affecting them had been identified in the Terms of
Reference.
The public was notified of the availability of the Draft Proposed Assessment Report for review
and comment and the public information forums through newspaper advertisements, and
notices on the CTC and Toronto and Region Conservation Authority and Conservation Ontario
websites. Printed copies of the Draft Proposed Assessment Report were made available for
public viewing at the conservation authority offices. Electronic versions were available for
downloading at www.ctcswp.ca. Letters were also sent to property owners within Wellhead
Protection Areas with groundwater vulnerability scores of four and greater advising of them of
the consultation program and reports.
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Written comments were received from:
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Ministry of the Environment,
Town of Markham,
Town of Ajax (letter indicating comments will be submitted at a later date),
Durham Region,
South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source Protection Region,
an environmental consultant, and
local residents from Kleinburg, Nobleton, King City, Whitchurch-Stouffville, and Ajax.

Additional changes were recommended by TRCA technical staff.
Technical staff and working group members reviewed the comments received on October 26,
2010 and prepared a table with recommended actions for the consideration by the CTC SPC.
The table of comments with the actions as endorsed by the working group is provided in
Attachment 1. The Proposed Assessment Report has been posted on the CTC web portal with
all changes highlighted for review by CTC SPC members. The version of the report to be
submitted to the source protection authority and made available for public review will not
include the highlighting of text, but will contain the table found as Attachment 1 to this report
setting out the comments and actions taken.
The SPC is required under subsection 16(2) of the Clean Water Act, 2006 to post the
documents and notice of the opportunity to make comment to the source protection authority
on their website. The SPC has the option of determining if other means of advising the public
are needed.
Staff recommends that those persons who have subscribed to the CTC mailing list should
receive a copy of the notice about the opportunity to comment, informing them of the deadline
and where they can obtain or see the Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region Source
Protection Area. Staff does not recommend that we advertise through general newspaper
notices. This recommendation is based on the cost of newspaper advertisements and the level
of public interest in the Assessment Report based on the limited attendance at the five public
open houses.
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RATIONALE
Staff has reviewed all the comments received, prepared recommended responses to each
which have been discussed, modified as necessary and endorsed by the TRSPA Assessment
Report Working Group outlined in Attachment 1.
Staff has made the revisions required to produce the Proposed Assessment Report and the
revised report has been posted on the CTC web portal for CTC member reference.
Posting the Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region Source Protection Area and notice
for 30-day consultation on the CTC website, as well as sending this notice directly to those
persons who have submitted comments and joined the CTC mailing list will target the
stakeholders interested in this source protection document.
DETAILS OF WORK TO BE DONE
The approved table of comments and actions will be included as Appendix F in the Proposed
Assessment Report, along with information about the public consultation process. Staff will
post notice of the Proposed Assessment Report on the internet on November 17 for a 30 day
public comment period. In addition, Chair Susan Self will send a letter to the clerk of each
municipality wholly or partially within the TRSPA, representatives of Great Lakes groups
(Toronto Remedial Action Plan and Lake Ontario Management Plan) as well as the chairs of
other source protection committees where matters affecting them had been identified in the
Terms of Reference to comply with the legislative and regulatory requirements.
After the 30 day public comment period the Toronto Region Source Protection Authority will
forward the Proposed Assessment Report to the Ministry of the Environment by December 22,
2010. Included in this submission will be any comments received during the second
consultation period. The CTC SPC will also receive a copy of any comments received.
Updates to the Proposed Assessment Report Toronto Region Source Protection Area are
planned in spring 2011 when the following work is complete:
z
z
z

Lake Ontario Collaborative assessment of Intake Protection Zone (IPZ-3) delineations for the
Lake Ontario Intakes to identify significant drinking water threats;
Tier 3 Water Budget for Uxville-Whitchurch-Stouffville (preliminary); and
Transport pathways adjustments to aquifer vulnerability mapping.

Report prepared by : Don Ford, extension 5369
Emails: dford@trca.on.ca
For Information contact : Don Ford, extension 5369
Emails: dford@trca.on.ca
Date: October 19, 2010
Attachments: 1
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Attachment 1
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RES. # 218/10

CVSPA Assessment Report : Working Group (CVSPA AR WG)
recommendations for revision and approval of submission to the
Credit Valley Source Protection Authority .
Approval of the Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley
Source Protection Area for submission to the Credit Valley Source
Protection Authority and posting on the internet for an additional
30-day public comment period.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Bob Goodings
Heather Laidlaw

THAT the CTC SPC accepts the recommendations of the CVSPA Assessment Report Working
Group (WG) as follows:
THAT the CTC SPC approves as the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source
Protection Area’ prepared by amending the Draft Proposed Assessment Report as set out in
Attachment 1; and
THAT staff be directed to review the revised consultant’s report (to be received by November
9, 2010) assessing threats in the Acton and Georgetown wells , revise as required the numbers
in Tables 5.14 and 5.15 and bring the revised tables to the SPC for their approval at CTC SPC
Meeting #8/10 to be held on November 15, 2010;
THAT the CTC SPC approves the inclusion of the revised tables and text as set out in
Attachment 2 into the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source Protection Area’ to
the Credit Valley Source Protection Authority as the action to respond to the preceding WG
recommendation.
THAT the Chair be authorized to submit the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley
Source Protection Area’ as revised to incorporate the approved changes to the Credit Valley
Source Protection Authority , along with electronic copies to the clerk of each municipality
wholly or partially within the CTC , representatives of the Great Lakes groups ; and chairs of
other source protection committees where matters affecting them had been identified in the
Terms of Reference;
AND FURTHER THAT staff be directed to post the Proposed Assessment Report on the CTC
website and provide notice of the electronic posting and 30-day public comment period to
each municipality wholly or partially within the CTC , other Source Protection Areas identified
within the CVSPA Terms of Reference and via email to all persons who are on the CTC mailing
list.
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AMENDMENT #1
RES. #219/10
Moved by:
Seconded by:

Bob Goodings
Heather Laidlaw

THAT paragraph two of the main motion be replaced with the following :
THAT staff be directed to work with the consultants to revise Table 5.14 and 5.15 (enumeration
of drinking water threats in Acton and Georgetown )of the report and to bring the revised
consultant's report to the AdHoc Technical Working Group for review and recommendation for
acceptance by the SPC as a foundation report ;
AMENDMENT #1 WAS

CARRIED

THE MAIN MOTION, AS AMENDED, WAS

CARRIED

THE RESULTANT MOTION READS AS FOLLOWS :
THAT the CTC SPC accepts the recommendations of the CVSPA Assessment Report Working
Group (WG) as follows:
THAT the CTC SPC approves as the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source
Protection Area’ prepared by amending the Draft Proposed Assessment Report as set out in
Attachment 1; and
THAT staff be directed to work with the consultants to revise Table 5.14 and 5.15 (enumeration
of drinking water threats in Acton and Georgetown ) of the report and to bring the revised
consultant's report to the AdHoc Technical Working Group for review and recommendation for
acceptance by the SPC as a foundation report ;
THAT the CTC SPC approves the inclusion of the revised tables and text as set out in
Attachment 2 into the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source Protection Area’ to
the Credit Valley Source Protection Authority as the action to respond to the preceding WG
recommendation.
THAT the Chair be authorized to submit the ‘Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley
Source Protection Area’ as revised to incorporate the approved changes to the Credit Valley
Source Protection Authority , along with electronic copies to the clerk of each municipality
wholly or partially within the CTC , representatives of the Great Lakes groups ; and chairs of
other source protection committees where matters affecting them had been identified in the
Terms of Reference;
AND FURTHER THAT staff be directed to post the Proposed Assessment Report on the CTC
website and provide notice of the electronic posting and 30-day public comment period to
each municipality wholly or partially within the CTC , other Source Protection Areas identified
within the CVSPA Terms of Reference and via email to all persons who are on the CTC mailing
list.
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BACKGROUND
At CTC SPC Meeting #7/10, held on September 27, 2010, a staff report was received by
Resolution #197/10 approving the Draft Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source
Protection Area (Draft Proposed AR). The Draft Proposed AR was released on September 29,
2010 for a 35 day regulatory public comment period which ended on November 2, 2010.
Report Revisions
On November 8, 2010 the CVSPA Assessment Report Working Group (WG) met to review and
provide recommendations on comments received during this consultation period. The WG
members are:
David Kentner (Chair - Municipal)
Heather Laidlaw (Agricultural)
Peter Orphanos (General)
Andrea Bourrie (Economic)
Robert Goodings ((General)
Susan Self (ex-officio)
The WG considered the comments and staff recommended response and developed their
recommendations for approval of the CTC SPC as set out Attachment 1. Staff was directed to
report back at the November 15, 2010 CTC SPC meeting to request approval of the ‘Proposed
Assessment Report Credit Valley Source Protection Area’ based on the working group's
recommended amendments and the revised tables.
Further at CTC SPC Meeting #7/10, staff was directed by RES. #210/10 to ensure that updates
(revisions) in the CVSPA AR are brought back into report "Issues Evaluation and Threats
Assessment Final Report - Drinking Water Quality Acton and Georgetown Water Supply Wells
Region of Halton" dated September 15, 2010. Staff has continued to work with the consultant
who had done the original work to address concerns that had been raised during the review of
the Draft Proposed AR. It should be noted that there was less time available for the completion
of this threats work than in other water supply areas. While updated threat counts had been
provided by the consultant prior to the WG meeting of November 8, 2010, the final revised
report from the consultant had not yet been reviewed (received November 9, 2010). The WG
directed staff to review the revised report, when received, with staff from Region of Halton and
discuss with the consultant to confirm that the methodology and resulting enumeration of
threats was properly confirmed prior to approval of the revised tables in the Proposed
Assessment Report Credit Valley Source Protection Area. Chair Self, staff and the consultant
met via teleconference on November 10 and the consultant provided a detailed explanation of
the changes in threat tallies between the previous and the final version of the report. The
consultant explained that a number of tabulation errors were identified and corrected by AMEC
in the calculation of the tallies and/or the assignment of threat level to activities on certain
parcels. Through discussions with staff of the South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source
Protection Region, the consultant reviewing the work on behalf of Holcim and AMEC, CVC staff
confirmed that the South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe (SGBLS) Accord approach had been
applied; consistent with the approach elsewhere in CTC. At the Nov. 10 teleconference AMEC
confirmed that no changes in threat enumerations were required because of misinterpretation
of the SGBLS Accord.
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In addition, CTC staff has reconsidered how threats associated with the discharge of backwash
from water softeners to septic systems should be identified in the threats enumeration tables.
These significant threats had been added to the threat category #2 related to sewage in the
prescribed threats list for the Acton, Georgetown and Orangeville well fields as these are the
wells where sodium and chloride issues have been identified. Discharge of backwash from
water softeners to septic systems in the Issue Contributing Area has not yet been approved by
the MOE as a local threat and it is premature to include these activities in the table of
enumerated significant threats. These activities have been removed from the threats
enumeration tables and the number of potential significant threats related to water softeners
backwashing into septics in areas where salt and chloride have been identified as an issue are
enumerated separately in the text of the report. The CTC SPC is applying to add discharge of
water softener backwash to septic systems as a threat category where sodium and chloride
have been identified as an issue. Therefore, the tally of significant threats associated with this
activity should not be included on the table of 21 prescribed threats. Included as Attachment 2
are the revised threat enumeration tables for the Acton and Georgetown wells (Tables 5.14 and
5.15) and the Orangeville wells (Table 5.8) and the text which is being included below the
tables which identifies the estimated significant threat count associated with water softeners.
This number was derived by first assuming that each property with a septic system identified as
a low, moderate or significant threat also has a water softener. The water softener would be a
significant drinking water threat as it contributes to an issue if it is within the Issue Contributing
Area which has been delineated. The updated significant threats counts will be included in the
updated assessment report assuming that approval is received to add water softeners as a
local threat in the Issue Contributing Areas.
On the foregoing basis, staff is satisfied that the revised enumerated threats tables provide
satisfactory information for inclusion in the Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source
Protection Area.
Public Consultation
Written Comments
Copies of the Draft Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source Protection Area and a
letter inviting comments were sent to the clerks of each municipality located wholly or partially
within the CTC; representatives of the Great Lakes groups; and chairs of other source
protection committees where matters affecting them had been identified in the Terms of
Reference.
The public was notified of the availability of the Draft Proposed AR for review and comment and
the public information forums through newspaper advertisements, and notices on the CTC and
Credit Valley Conservation Authority and Conservation Ontario websites. Printed copies of the
Draft Proposed AR were made available for public viewing at the conservation authority offices.
Electronic versions were available for downloading at www.ctcswp.ca. Letters were also sent to
property owners within Wellhead Protection Areas with groundwater vulnerability scores of four
and greater.
Written comments were received from:
Ontario Ministry of the Environment,
An aggregate company,
Local residents from Acton, Erin, Georgetown, Orangeville, Inglewood, and
A representative of landowners located within Significant Groundwater Recharge Areas and
Highly Vulnerable Aquifers.

z
z
z
z

Additional changes were proposed by technical staff.
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Technical staff and WG members reviewed the comments received on November 8, 2010 and
prepared a table with recommended actions for the consideration of the CTC SPC. The text of
the comments with the actions as endorsed by the WG is provided in Attachment 1. The
Proposed Assessment Report has been posted on the CTC web portal with all changes
highlighted for review by CTC SPC members. The version of the report to be submitted to the
source protection authority and made available for public review will not include the highlighted
text, but will contain the table found as Attachment 1 to this report setting out the comments
and actions taken.
The SPC is required under subsection 16(2) of the Clean Water Act, 2006 to post the
documents and notice of the opportunity to make comment to the source protection authority
on their website. The SPC has the option of determining if other means of advising the public
are needed.
Staff recommends that those persons who have subscribed to the CTC mailing list should
receive a copy of the notice about the opportunity to comment, informing them of the deadline
and where they can obtain or see the Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source
Protection Area. Staff does not recommend that we advertise through general newspaper
notices. This recommendation is based on the cost of newspaper advertisements and the
limited public interest in the Assessment Report based on the attendance at the 4 public open
houses.
Rationale
Staff has reviewed all the comments received, prepared recommended responses to each
which have been discussed, modified as necessary and endorsed by the CVSPA AR WG.
By approving the recommended actions outlined in Attachments 1 and 2, the CTC SPC will
provide the staff with detailed direction on the revisions required to the Assessment Report.
The Chair should be well positioned to review and approve the revised documents and submit
them on behalf of the CTC SPC, without needing to have the members do this.
Posting the Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source Protection Area and notice for
30-day consultation on the CTC website, as well as sending this notice directly to those
persons who have submitted comments and joined the CTC mailing list will target the majority
of stakeholders interested in the Assessment Report.
DETAILS OF WORK TO BE DONE
After completion of the necessary revisions to the Proposed Assessment Report by staff, it is
recommended that Chair Susan Self be authorized to send notice of the electronic posting and
advising of the next commenting opportunity to the clerks of all municipalities wholly or partially
within CVSPA, representatives of the Great Lakes groups; and chairs of other source protection
committees where matters affecting them had been identified in the Terms of Reference.
The approved table of comments and actions taken to address the comments will be included
as an appendix in the Proposed Assessment Report. Staff will post notice on the internet of 30
day comment period.
After the 30 day public comment period the Credit Valley Source Protection Authority will send
the Proposed Assessment Report to the Ministry of the Environment by December 22, 2010.
Included in this submission will be a summary of comments received during each of the four
public open houses and any additional comments received during the posting period.
Updates to the Proposed Assessment Report Credit Valley Source Protection Area are planned
when the following work is complete:
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z
z
z
z

Lake Ontario Collaborative,
Tier 3 Water Budgets for Acton/Georgetown and Orangeville,
Transport pathways, and
Review of Issue Contributing Areas for Orangeville, Georgetown and Acton wells, including
adding local threats which release sodium and chloride.

Report prepared by : Kerry Mulchansingh, 905-670-1615
Emails: kmulchansingh@creditvalleyca.ca
For Information contact : Kerry Mulchansingh, 905-670-1615
Emails: kmulchansingh@creditvalleyca.ca
Date: October 19, 2010
Attachments: 2
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Attachment 2: Revised Tables of Enumerated Threats and New Text for Orangeville, Acton &
Georgetown Wells (Tables 5.8, 5.14 and 5.15)
Tables showing the land-use breakdown of significant threats are presented in Appendix E 3.
A total of 63 significant threats have been identified on 27 parcels in the vulnerable areas of the
town’s wellheads. These have been linked mainly to private septic systems, to the handling
and storage of DNAPLs, to agricultural activities, and to the handling and storage of fuel. The
CTC SPC is requesting the addition of water softeners, for properties where there are septic
systems, as a local threat in areas where sodium and chloride have been identified as issues.
If approved, this would result in an additional 179 significant threats, linked to water softeners
backwashing into septics, within the Issue Contributing Area (ICA) where sodium and chloride
have been identified as an issue. This will be discussed further in the updated assessment
report in June 2011.The areas where the threats are or would be low, moderate or significant
for chemicals, DNAPLs and pathogens are shown on Figure 5-7, Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9,
respectively.
Threats and Issues
Table 5.14 and Table 5-15 summarize the number of significant, moderate, and low threats
around Acton’s and Georgetown’s wellheads, respectively. Significant managed land threats
were identified in both areas. Details of the evaluation of managed land threats are presented
in Appendix E5. The areas where the threats are or would be low, moderate or significant for
chemicals, DNAPLs and pathogens are shown on Figure 5-25 through Figure 5-30. Detailed
tables showing the breakdown of significant threats into land use threats in each water system
are presented in Appendix E5.3. A total of 744 significant threats have been identified on 326
parcels in the vulnerable areas of the municipal wellheads of Halton Hills (in CVSPA).
z

z

Acton— 493 significant threats, which are linked to agricultural activities (252), private
septic systems (60), road salt (136), the handling and storage of fuel (23), the handling and
storage of organic solvents (18), and the handling and storage of DNAPLs (4). The CTC
SPC is requesting the addition of water softeners, for properties where there are septic
systems, as a local threat in areas where sodium and chloride have been identified as
issues. If approved this would result in an additional 119 significant threats, linked to water
softener backwashing into septics, within the Issue Contributing Area (ICA) where sodium
and chloride have been identified as an issue. This will be discussed further in the updated
assessment report in June 2011.
Georgetown— 251 significant threats, which are linked to road salt (158), private septic
systems (1), the handling and storage of DNAPLs (39), agricultural activities (34) the
handling and storage of organic solvents (16), and the handling and storage of fuel (3).
The CTC SPC is requesting the addition of water softeners, for properties where there are
septic systems, as a local threat in areas where sodium and chloride have been identified
as issues. If approved this would result in an additional 37 significant threats, linked to
water softener backwashing into septics, within the Issue Contributing Area (ICA) where
sodium and chloride have been identified as an issue. This will be discussed further in the
updated assessment report in June 2011.
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Table 5-8: Town of Orangeville—Enumerated Drinking Water Threats
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Table 5-14: Town of Halton Hills (Acton Water System) —Enumerated Drinking Water Threats
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Table 5-15: Town of Halton Hills (Georgetown Water System )—Enumerated Drinking Water
Threats
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RES. #220/10

Schedule of Source Protection Committee - January to June
2011.
Proposed schedule and tentative topics for Source Protection
Committee meetings January to June 2011.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Jessica Ginsbug
Wendy Burgess

THAT SPC members approve the proposed meeting schedule for the period of January to
June 2011, as amended.
CARRIED
BACKGROUND
Under the Clean Water Act, 2006 the CTC Source Protection Committee (SPC) was established
December, 2007. As of December 2010 the CTC SPC will have accomplished its goal of
submitting Proposed Assessment Reports for each of its SPAs. The frequency of meetings of
the SPC continues to be at the determination of the SPC. Every six months the SPC is required
to post its meeting schedule for the upcoming period on its internet site.
PROPOSED MEETING SCHEDULE AND TENTATIVE TOPICS
The following schedule is proposed to link with milestone dates for source protection planning
tasks (see report under item 6.3 of this agenda) and the review of technical material leading to
updated assessment reports. In addition to the formal meeting schedule, the CTC SPC will
hold an internal workshop to choose a draft set of policies based on the source protection
planning option paper as basis for stakeholder discussions.
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2011 SPC CTC
Meeting Dates

Location

January 25, 2011

BCPV

March 7, 2011

BCPV

April 19, 2011

BCPV

May 17, 2011

BCPV

June 28, 2011

BCPV

Tentative Topic
Update on 1st SPP workshop, LOC
work, communications update.
Update on 2nd SPP workshop,
Orangeville Tier 3 WB findings, LOC
work approval for updated assessment
reports & transport pathway analysis to
increase vulnerability scores - results &
acceptance for updated AR,
communications update.
Update on 3rd SPP workshop, Tier 3
WB for Halton & York -preliminary
findings, communications
update-consultation plans for
stakeholder engagement on draft SPP,
plans for completing AR updates and
consultations.
Briefing on policy options & 4th SPP
workshop, approval of updated AR
documents to start 30 day comment
period, decisions on SPP approach to
address threats identified in updated
AR, communications update.
Approval of revised updated
assessment reports to address
comments & approval for submission
to MOE, communications update on
stakeholder consultations on draft SPP
policies/approaches.

NEXT STEPS
The meeting schedule as approved will be posted on the CTC SPC web page
(www.ctcswp.ca).
Report prepared by : Beverley Thorpe, 416-661-6600 extension 5577
Emails: bthorpe@trca.on.ca
For Information contact : Beverley Thorpe, 416-661-6600 extension 5577
Emails: bthorpe@trca.on.ca
Date: October 19, 2010
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SECTION IV - ITEMS FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE COMMITTEE
RES. #221/10

Source Protection Planning Working Group (SPP WG) status
report source protection planning to address groundwater quality
threats.
Award of contract to consortium of Barrett Consulting, Kidd
Consulting and Anthony Usher Planning Consultant; and
schedule for and content of workshops to develop Source
Protection Plan Policy Options.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Wendy Burgess
Fred Ruff

THAT this report be received for information .

CARRIED

BACKGROUND
The CTC SPC received the previous report of the SPP WG on the progress of the source
protection planning work at SPC meeting #6/10, held on September 14, 2010 by RES.#206/10.
That report identified the steering committee members appointed, municipal planners (mix of
upper and lower tier) and water works staff, conservation authority planners and the CTC
Project Manager. The report also identified that a Request for Proposal for consulting services
had been prepared, reviewed by the steering committee and amended accordingly, and was to
be released the next day.
Award of Consultant Contract
After considering the submissions received and interviewing the firms, the Steering Committee
awarded a contract to the consortium of Barrett Consulting, Kidd Consulting and Anthony
Usher Planning Consultant. Their contract is to prepare Discussion Papers, schedule and run
workshops to develop Source Protection Plan Policy Options; prepare workshop reports and
final Source Protection Policies Options Paper. The paper will be submitted through the SPP
WG to the CTC SPC for their consideration to determine draft proposals for broader
consultation.
November 5 Start-up Meeting
The initial project start-up meeting with the SPP Working Group, Steering Committee and
consultant team was held on November 5, 2010. The proposed schedule of meetings as
revised (Attachment 1) was approved along with the proposed workshop topics and proposed
participants in principle. Attachment 2 is the presentation made by the consulting consortium
at the November 5 meeting.
Workshop participants will include the SPP WG members, Steering Committee and a short list
of invited participants. We will also invite selected subject matter experts who may also act as
resource persons if they are not active participants. The maximum number of active
participants must be limited to facilitate productive discussions. Up to three breakout groups of
10 to 15 participants can be accommodated.
CTC SPC members who are not members of the SPP WG can attend but the following
principles must be respected:
a. Members who wish to participate in the discussions will need to be able to attend all
workshops as the information and knowledge will be cumulative through the
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process. Please advise the Working Group Chair, Juli Abouchar and the Project
Manager by December 5 if you wish to be an invited participant;
b. If you wish to ask a member of your stakeholder group to be an invited participant,
the same attendance and notification requirements should be respected. Advise the
WG Chair and Project Manager of proposed participants by December 5.
Participants will be selected to ensure a balanced cross-section of perspectives;
c. If an SPC member wishes to attend as an observer, please try to ensure that the
objectives of the workshop are met by not interrupting discussions with questions.
Staff and consultants will be available and happy to provide answers to your
questions outside the discussion forum; and
d. All CTC SPC members will be actively involved in selecting the preferred policy
options and putting forward their perspectives on the appropriate policy approaches
as described above under Steps Two and Four.
Description of Steps to Develop Proposed Source Protection Plans
Step One: Develop Policy Options Paper for CTC SPC
The current consulting services are to prepare discussion papers, hold a series of workshops
and prepare an SPP Policy Options Discussion Paper. The options paper will set out the
analysis from the workshop process identifying possible policies. It will include an analysis of
pros and cons for each option, to address existing and future significant, moderate and low
drinking water threats to groundwater quality (based on the findings of the assessment
reports). The CTC SPC is the primary audience for this Policy Options paper.
Separate work will be required to develop policies for groundwater quantity and surface water
(Lake Ontario) drinking water threats . This work will be planned once the updated assessment
reports identifying these threats have been completed (June 2011) and the CTC SPC will be
asked to approve the proposed approach. The same approach that is currently underway for
groundwater quality drinking water threats may not be recommended depending upon the
extent and nature of the threats, the affected stakeholders and the time available.
Step Two: CTC SPC Develop Draft Proposed Policies for Stakeholder Discussion
As the next step (beyond this current consulting award), the CTC SPC will undertake their own
evaluation and determination of the draft policies that will then undergo discussions with
affected stakeholders. CTC SPC members will be expected to do hands-on work using the
information in the Discussion Paper to prepare the suite of draft proposed policies. This will
likely take place in early June 2011.
It is anticipated that CTC SPC members will need to devote at least 2 to 3 days of face-to-face
time to work with other members to assess and choose the suite of policies to address the
drinking water threats. A possible format is the workshop approach used by the CTC SPC in
September 2009 to evaluate scenarios as part of the consultation on the draft source protection
plan regulation.
CTC members will be canvassed for their preference on format for this work. Any members
who have early ideas or suggestions for this work are encouraged to discuss with the Working
Group Chair and Project Manager to aid in developing proposals for SPC consideration.
Step Three: Stakeholder Discussions
This next step from mid to late 2011 will be discussions with groups of stakeholders. These
consultation audiences are affected municipalities, economic stakeholders, property owners,
other agencies who may be required to implement part of the policies, and interested
individuals and groups. The form of these discussions will be designed to allow stakeholders
to provide thoughtful advice and perspectives. The form will be tailored to the stakeholders’
needs and availability where possible – not a one size fits all approach. These discussions will
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need to be documented and their impact on revising the policy proposals made clear to ensure
CTC SPC credibility and the credibility of the proposed policies.
Step Four: Finalize Proposed Policies and Formal Consultation
In early 2012, the final step is for the CTC SPC to consider the comments and information
received in the stakeholder discussions and to finalize Proposed Policies along with the
information and reports required to provide the CTC SPC rationale for proposing the policies.
This will be another hands-on work period for CTC SPC members like at Step Two. At this time,
the policies to address water quantity and Lake Ontario threats will be required to include in the
proposed policies.
Formal consultation will be undertaken across the CTC SPR in late spring/early summer 2012
as specified under regulation on the proposed plans prior to submission to the province by
August 2012.
NEXT STEPS
The SPP WG and Steering Committee will meet again with the consultants on Tuesday
December 7 to finalize the contents of the first Discussion Paper, decide on the workshop
participants and finalize workshop details.
The first workshop to discuss Evaluation Criteria for Policy Options, Waste Disposal and
Sewage Threat activities, will be held on Wednesday January 12, 2011.
Report prepared by : Beverley Thorpe and David Burnett , extension 5361
Emails: bthorpe@trca.on.ca, dburnett@trca.on.ca
For Information contact : David Burnett, extension 5361
Emails: dburnett@trca.on.ca
Date: October 19, 2010
Attachments: 3
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Attachment 1: Schedule of Tasks and workshop dates
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Attachment 2: Consultant Presentation from Nov 5 Meeting
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Attachment 3: CTC SPP Development Committees , Tasks and Reporting Structure
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RES. #222/10

Communications Update .
Update on the public consultation for the TRSPA and CVSPA Draft
Proposed Assessment Reports and formal notification of
commencement of source protection plan development.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Peter Orphanos
Doug Brown

THAT the CTC SPC receives this report for information

CARRIED

BACKGROUND
th
On September 16 the Draft Proposed Assessment Report: Toronto and Region Source
th
Protection Authority began its first consultation period, and on September 29 the Draft
Proposed Assessment Report: Credit Valley Source Protection Area began its first consultation
period. The consultation period for each report was 35 days in length and encompassed
newspaper notification, landowner, clerk and adjacent SPR mailed notification letters as well as
a series of public open houses.
Newspaper Notices
Notification for the TRSPA and CVSPA Draft Proposed Assessment Reports appeared in several
newspapers, including larger, regional papers, such as the Toronto Star, as well as local
community papers, such as the Acton Independent. Below is a list of the newspapers which ran
the notices. In the case (such as Caledon) that residents were notified of both the CVSPA and
TRSPA reports, two separate notices were taken out.
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Newspaper
Richmond Hill Liberal
Stouffville Sun
Toronto Star
Uxbridge Display
Vaughan Citizen
York Guardian
Ajax-Pickering News
Annex Guardian/Bloor West Villager
Brampton Gaurdian
Burlington Post
Caledon Enterprise
(Toronto) City Centre Mirror
East York Mirror/North Riverdale
Erin Advocate
Etobicoke Guardian
Flamborough Review
Georgetown/Acton Independent
Markham Eco. Sun
Mississauga News
North York Mirror
Orangeville Banner

SPA
TRSPA
TRSPA
TRSPA
CVSPA
TRSPA
TRSPA
TRSPA
TRSPA
TRSPA
TRSPA
CVSPA
CVSPA
TRSPA
CVSPA
TRSPA
TRSPA
CVSPA
CVSPA
CVSPA
CVSPA
TRSPA
TRSPA
CVSPA
TRSPA
CVSPA

Notifications
All clerks in the region received the applicable hard copy(ies) of the Draft Proposed
Assessment Report(s) as well as notification outlining the public open house dates and times.
Adjacent SPRs also received this notification. Printed reports were available at a variety of
conservation authority offices for the public to consult.
In total, 3,400 notification letters were sent to residents in the TRSPA and 11,000 in the CVSPA.
As outlined in the report to the SPC meeting #6/10 RES. #198/10, all residents owning
property in areas with a groundwater vulnerability score of 4 or higher received the notification.
From these mailings, staff at the CTC Source Protection Region has received approximately 40
phone calls, and approximately 20 emails. Municipal staff at the Region of Peel received a
number of calls, and staff at York Region received approximately 10 calls. Overall, the tone of
the calls was positive, with the overwhelming majority calling for further information or
clarification. Many wanted to know if they were going to be impacted. Staff explained that the
policies had yet to be written. The key message to those that called was that this contact was
the start of an ongoing conversation.
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Staff found that the best way to explain the source water process to residents was to explain
that the catalyst for this process was the Walkerton tainted water tragedy, and the
implementation of Justice O’Connor’s recommendations. More often than not the public was
appreciative that “someone” was looking out for their water. There still, however, remained
some confusion, with a number of residents inquiring whether or not their drinking water was
safe. A number of questions were outside the mandate of the Source Water Protection process.
These people were referred to the appropriate agency.
Public Meetings
Public Open Houses took place as outlined in the following chart. Attendance is also indicated.
Notification of these meetings was posted on the CTC website, to the source water mailing list,
in the landowner notification letters, and advertised in local and regional newspapers as
indicated above.
TRSPA and CVSPA Public Open House Attendance
(note that because people came and went, numbers are approximate)
Date

Venue

September 30

Ajax
Community
Centre
Latcham
Hall
Nobleton
Community
Centre
Caledon
Community
Complex

October 6
October 7

October 13

October 14

October 19
October 20
October 27

Clarke
Memorial
Hall
David’s
Restaurant
Monora
Park
Acton High
School

Lake Ontario
Collaborative/Ajax

0

SPC
members
3

Stouffville/Uxville

35

4

4

Nobleton/King City

45

2

5

Caledon/Alton/
Inglewood/
Cheltenham/
Palgrave
Lake Ontario
Collaborative/
Humber/ Credit
Erin/Bel-Erin/
HIllsburgh
Orangeville/Mono
/Amaranth
Acton/Georgetown

20

5

4

4

2

2

20

5

4

11

5

2

25

6

2

System

Public

Municipal
Staff
2

When residents arrived they were greeted by staff and a display panel with handouts, a sign-up
sheet and other information. Once they moved past the initial display the posters (presented at
SPC mtg #7/10) lead people around the room. There was a table with the reports and
comment sheets where residents could comment. Stewardship information was also available
with stewardship staff to help residents determine their eligibility for funding.
In addition to the posters, handouts and staff support, there was also the opportunity for
residents to use the computer terminals running Google Earth with the vulnerable areas
overlaid over maps. At 7:00, Chair Self gave a 15 minute presentation, a high-level overview of
the source water protection process followed by a general question and answer session.
Following the presentation, staff circulated and residents had the opportunity to ask one-on-one
questions of either technical staff or committee members.
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Response from both public and SPC members who attended was generally positive. Feedback
on the presentation indicated that it was both the right level and length. Questions were
generally relevant, and within the mandate of Source Water Protection. Many of the questions
were associated with costs (ie how much cost they would have to bear as a result of the
policies), including a few questions about property values. Many people wanted to know what
the implication for their property would be. Staff and committee members encouraged people
to stay up to date and involved through the policy development phase.
The posters series outlining the steps of the assessment report also received very positive
comments. They were laid out in way in which the public could read them at their leisure, with
staff nearby to explain when necessary. The vulnerability maps for the pertinent systems were
also put up as posters so that staff could explain to residents why a particular WHPA looked a
particular way. The public made good use of the computer terminals on which residents could
look up their properties to see if they were in a highly vulnerable area.
Next Steps
Following up on the open houses, all those who attended and signed up to be kept informed
will be receiving a request to fill out an online survey on their experience at the open house(s),
including questions covering the content of the open houses, whether participants felt their
questions were resolved, as well as give them an opportunity to ask any additional questions.
The posters that were developed for the open houses are being made into a printed
(magazine-style) document for distribution to stakeholders. It is anticipated that this will be
“volume 1”, with an additional poster series being developed to support public consultation on
the Source Protection Plan.
As the Source Protection Plan begins to be developed, the committee is required to send
notice to all those who are, or would be a significant threat to inform them that the planning
process has begun. Staff is developing these notices, and will bring them to the committee
through the communications working group which will meet on December 7, 2010. Notification
letters will be sent in early 2011. The notification letters will set out the process and timing of
the source protection plan development steps. Affected individuals and municipalities will be
consulted during the development of the proposed source protection plans as well as have
opportunity for formal consultation on the proposals prior to submission to the province in
August 2012.
Report prepared by : Megan Price, extension 5568
Emails: mprice@trca.on.ca
For Information contact : Megan Price, extension 5568
Emails: mprice@trca.on.ca
Date: November 08, 2010
NEW BUSINESS
TERMINATION
ON MOTION, the meeting terminated at 3:00 P.M., on Monday November 15, 2010.
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